Improved algorithm of aerosol particle size distribution based on remote sensing data.
The optical parameters (extinction or backscatter coefficients) of multi-wavelength beams can be used for the retrieval of the aerosol particle size distribution (APSD). An improved algorithm for APSD and aerosol microphysical parameters (AMPs) is studied and discussed by using only multi-wavelength extinction coefficients data. The regularized algorithm and prior value are combined for the retrieval of APSD and AMPs. The regularization algorithm, based on minimum discrepancy principle and averaging procedure, is used for the retrieval of fine-mode APSD and an averaging procedure that can achieve stable outputs is proposed. The 1% averaging result near the minimum of the discrepancy is selected and verified. Based on the inversion results of fine mode from the regularization algorithm, the lognormal distribution with a prior value (model radius) is applied to reconstruct the coarse mode of APSDs through fitting the data. The comprehensive application of the regularization algorithm and averaging process improves the stability of the inversion in the fine mode, and the use of the prior value broadens the inversion radius range of APSD. The complex refractive index need not be assumed for this method. The inversion error for different types of aerosols is analyzed and studied. The reliability of the algorithm is tested and verified by many typical APSDs and the measured APSDs by particle size spectrometer in different pollution days. The algorithm sensitivity analysis is also provided and discussed. The algorithm can obtain reliable inversion of APSD and AMPs with large radius range.